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ABSTRACT- Today’s trains have permeated the other means of transportation as the prime mode between 

several countries. However, rail road related accidents are also more perilous in damage and loss of lives. 

Therefore, in common railway security systems, more strivings are required for strengthening the safety. 

Furthermore, manually watching the tracks is unreliable and impractical. 

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to establish an automated railway security prototype model using advanc

ed electronic circuits, a communication module, and the proposed mobile interfaces in order to prevent collision

s and enable better communication between the train, central control headquarters, and passengers. 

It is implemented on an integrated Arduino Uno platform to introduce automatic control crossing gates, 

switching train tracks and detecting line cracks with the aid of electronic sensors like ir sharp sensor, ultrasonic 

sensor, and gyroscopes. Moreover, by employing the web camera, the operator of the control room could get 

real status updating and have a continuous behavior monitoring during the train journey. Thus, the railway gate 

could be highly controlled so the road traffic will be wholly prophesied. Especially on dangerous trips, the train 

is supported by the developed dummy car which can detect and monitor any causes of risks on the railway lines 

and send that fault to the concerned authority. To offer different services for drivers and passengers, the 

proposed android applications are responsible for obtaining the sensed data through the bluetooth module and 

broadcasting urgent data to the control room.  

Keywords— Railway Gate, Level Crossing, Infrared (IR) sensor, Track switching, Train control unit, Crack 

detection 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In India, taking the train is a simple and affordable way to travel, with many individuals choosing to travel large di

stances.Unfortunately, derailments, inadequate  infrastructure,  and most  frequently, cracks in the tracks, account 

for a substantial portion of railway accidents in the nation. 

According to recent assessments, rail cracks may be the cause of up to 90% of railway accidents in India. 
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It is essential to implement innovative technology to identify and address this issue in order to decrease the freque

ncy of accidents and improve everyone's safety. In the past, cracks on the tracks were detected by human 

observation, which was a time-consuming process. Even when detected, the information had to be relayed to 

nearby stations, a process that could take too long, and if a train travelled on that route before the problem was 

rectified, it could lead to danger. In response to this issue, propose the use of a robot based on embedded systems. 

The robot is capable of detecting cracks and gaps on the railway tracks and transmitting the longitudinal degrees 

and exact location of the problem via Radio frequency communication to nearby stations. When the information is 

received, a buzzer will ring at the station where the Radio frequency receiver is located, and railway authorities 

can rectify the issue quickly. This technology can decrease the number of accidents that occur and save lives and 

property. Poor facilities and unattended cracks on the railway tracks are significant factors contributing to railway 

accidents in India, with derailments being a common outcome that leads to loss of life and property. By 

implementing advanced technologies like the embedded systems-based robot proposed here, can detect, and 

resolve track issues in a timely manner, minimizing the risk of accidents, and ensuring safer travel for all.  

. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

The first thing to consider while building a train system is the performance requirements. 

It is crucial that trains handle high power requirements while maintaining safety because they operate at far high

er voltage and power output levels than buses.The WPT system's voltage and frequency are crucial to its operati

on and should be given careful thought as they have a direct impact on intensities of magnetic flux densities in 

the system. EMF criteria for WPT railway systems are explained in detail in the next sub-section due to its 

paramount importance. In this section, power supplies and power outputs of some high speed trains are held up 

as an example.  

 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 

Fig 1- Block Diagram for Automatic Railway Security control System 
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WORKING - In the given system the 328p controller is used to as a heart of the system i.e  all the sensior and 

system is attached with the controller so that it  is then send and receive data from the specific sensor the ir 

sensor is attached to the controller which senses the crack present in the track so that the it reflect back and 

display msg on screen crack is detected. The ultrasonic sensor detect the obstacle and send a msg to the 

controller that ,there is a obstacle detected so that loco pilot can control speed of railway and it saves a many 

lives . 

 

B. Hardware Implementation  

MICRO-CONTROLLER UNIT: The heart of the whole project is the Micro-controller unit. For this project the  

Micro-controller was used. It is a low power general purpose micro-controller with good processing speed, 

small physical dimension, that is durable and cheap. 

 

2) LCD DISPLAY: this is 16*2 display which shows the process output like ,crack detection  ,obstacle detection  

3) IR SENSOR :We use ir sensor for detecting any faults in railway track. 

4) THE POWER SUPPLY UNIT: Now days, almost all electronic equipment includes a circuit that converts ac 

supply into dc supply. The part of equipment that converts ac into dc is called DC power supply. In general at the 

input of the power supply there is a power transformer. It is followed by a rectifier (a diode circuit) 1a smoothing 

filter and then by a voltage regulator circuit.Here In our system we were design a 5v and 12v power supply for our 

electronic device . 

5) dc motor : for the rotation of wheel. 

6) ultrasonic sensor : used for the detection of the obstacle in front of the railway so it could be avoided and 

save the life . 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

To sum up, the security and safety of railway transport systems are essential to guaranteeing the welfare of both 

employees and passengers. 

Serious repercussions from accidents might include fatalities and unpleasant experiences. Our cutting-

edge object detection and radio frequency communication railway security system is a big step in the right direc

tion towards preventing mishaps and guaranteeing everyone's safety who depends on it. on railway 

transportation. By implementing this system, we can create a safer and more secure railway transportation 

system that prioritizes the well-being of its users. 

 

V. FUTURE SCOPE  

we can do  addition of open channel communication with its train so train could be more secure. Also door control 

system using motor drive, fire alarming system using Gas sensor and water pump, and lightening system based on 
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ultrasonic sensors have been applied. The proposed system could reduce the problems of; weak control in 

switching point, weak control in gate, poor detecting of obstacles. 
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